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Digimon world dawn and dusk characters

The character Digimon World Dawn and Evening Community Content is available under CC-by-SA unless otherwise noted. Digimon World Dawn (デジモトリサバサト, Dejimon Sutori Sambasuto?, lit. Digimon Story Sunburst) and Digimon World Evening (デジモトリラト, Dejimon Sutori
Munraito?, lit. Digimon Story Moonlight) there are two separate but related DigiMon video games for the Nintendo Dems handheld game console. He was released in Japan on 29th March, 2007. The English names of the Games were officially confirmed on May 16, 2007. [1], and they were
officially released on Sept. 18, 2007. Two different games have parallel storylines, as well as variations in which Digimon appear in some places, but have the same gameplay. Both games come with a sticker sheet. The Digimon World Dawn sheet includes the Digimon World Dawn logo,
the Digimon Data Squad logo, The Waymon, Salamon, Hawkmon, Coronmon, Gomon and Agmon, each featured on the cover of the game, as well as Coronmon and Flamanen, in their official Bandai illustration. The Digimon World Evening Sheet includes the Digimon World Evening Logo,
The Digimon Data Squad Logo, Demidivimon, Lopmon, Mushroom, Lummon, Gaomon and Dremon, each featured on the cover of the game, as well as Lumon and Crecemon, in its official captive depiction. The plot has plagued a huge earthquake, caused by a mysterious virus, the
SunShine and DarkMoon districts, damaging access points to the digital world and causing many Digimon to mysteriously degene degeneate to dig-eggs. Rumours have spread at dawn that the Night Crow team from Darkmoon City was responsible for the incident. However, a conflicting
report surfaces in the evening claiming that responsibility falls on the light FANG team from SunShine district. With both sides accusing the other, the players will play the role of anti-tamer to investigate the aftermath of the dangerous aftershocks and uncover the truth. Note that although the
game will share a main story, it is known that the plot will be somewhat different between dawn and evening. Players will also explore different areas depending on the version of the game. You can choose to play as a boy or girl, although the boy and girl look a little different depending on
the version you play. Both matches will feature a parallel story with one main team that opposes the other - Light Fang in the morning and Knight Crow in the evening - although both teams work closely towards a common cause. [2] The game also includes Marcus Damon, Thomas H.
Norstein, Yoshino Fujida and Keenan Rier, the four main characters of the Digimon data squad anime series, at a post-game Union Quest event. Also, in the same search, the game includes Tsurugi Tatsuno, UU Inui and Shou Kahra from Digimon Next. Many new introductions with
Digimon World DS, Dawn and Dusk as gameplay changes for the franchise. Chichimon is a new bird-based fresh/in-training digimon. Grimmon, Caegriman and Exogriman also make their first appearances in the game as the main enemies. Grimmon has a connection with the villain Chrono
Core of the previous game. Dawn and Dusk also stayed out in the first game, with the likes of ShineGreymon and MirageGaogamon, completing Digimon's Digivolution lines from the Digimon data squad. DotShineGreymon and DotMirageGaogamon make their debut, DotAgumon and
DotFalcomon are returning from the first game. Digimon World Dawn and Digimon World Evening also allow DNA degivo solution, in which two digitly close levels of digimon can be added. Usually, it only provides state bonuses to digimons chosen as the basis of the dijivo solution, but
some combinations of digimon, if they have the correct figures, will be in a completely different digimon. Based on the version of the starter Digimon game being played, players automatically start with whatever lead Digimon chose two Digimon from their version special, plus related packs.
Don Coronamon and Sham Lunamon and Union Quest Main Articles: Union Quests Species Quest Main Article: Attainable Digimon Species Quest List of Main Articles: Non-Receivable Character Digimon Reward Digimon 100% Scan Data Digimon Gallery List for DotAgumon: In Dawn,
Dawn Give Valkirimon password 19970628 100% scan data for DotShineGreymon: In Dawn, give Valkirimon password 70307991 100% scan data for Numemon: In Dawn, give Valkimon a password 82607991 100% scan data for DotFalcomon: in Duds, Give Valkirimon password 20060402
100% scan data for Dotmiragegogon: In the evening, give Valkirimon a password 70307991 100% scan data for Sukamon: in the evening Give Valkyrimon password, 100% scan data for 20406002 Gallantmon Crimson Mode: In Dawn, Gaia Origin Challenge Defeating Gaia Originals in
Union Quest 100% Scan Data for Beelzemon Blast Mode In the evening, Gaia's original necklace in Gaia's original Challenge Union Quest scanned data for 100% Chicchimon: Scan data for legendary Tamer Union Quest 100% Calumon in Defeat Chronomon Holy Mode: Talk to Calumon
on Union Brig after legendary Tamer Union Quest Quest Secrets Secrets: Talk to Dorothy and Newton in The Dark Gate, which will tell you about a terrible digimon on Proxy Island. Go there, and you can find SaberLeomon on the back half of the island. Argomon (final): After defeating
Gaia's original in the evening, talk to Barone, Gutts, and Ponch in The Dark Plaza, which will tell you about a quiet digimon in thriller Ruins. Go there, and you can find argomon (final) in the mansion part of the ruins. Armageddemon: After defeating Gaia's original in the evening, talk to
Sukecio, Kakumi, and Spike in the Dark Office, who will tell you about a mysterious digimon Magnet mine. Go there, and you can find Armageddemon in the long room with the exit doorway. Darkdron: Talk to Komachi and Pulsa at Shine Gate after defeating Gaia Origin in Dawn, who will
tell you about a digimon in The Access Glacier. Go there, and you can find Darkdramon in the dark area part of the glacier. Anubismon: After defeating Gaia's original in Dawn, talk to Cheetah, Tonpei, and Kempa at Shine Plaza, who will tell you about a digimon in thriller Ruins. Go there,
and you can find Anubismon in the mansion part of the ruins. Imperialdraman Fighter Mode: After defeating Gaia Origin in Dawn, talk to Gaoh, Lyla and Gideon at the Shine Office, who will tell you about a digimon in Task Canyon. Go there, and you can find Imperialdraman Fighter mode at
the far end of the valley. Valkyriemon Password 02619020 Reviewers welcome Digimon World Dawn and evening usually get enough reviews: Secret Instruments Legend Sword, Legend Robe, Dawn and Legend Ring in the evening. IGN presents Digimon World Dawn and 7 of 10 pm,
(decent), praising its enhanced multiplier mode/Wi-Fi connection capabilities, but criticizing its great resemblance to the previous game and its errand boy-like story mode: The fight can be solid and multiplayer a lot of fun.. । It's just unfortunate that players are forced to progress through a
story exploring the fetch. GameSpot gave this game 6 out of 10 (fair), stating that Digimon fans will find multiplayer worthwhile, but dull story mode is basically a rehishing of the previous Digimon world. CheatCC senior author Cole Smith gave it a 3.3 out of 5 (fair), and said in his closing
statement that, Digimon World: Evening/Evening Online trading will allow you access to Digimon in both evening and don versions. If you're a fan, expect a lot of games. GameZone Digimon Don/Dusk given a 7.5 out of 10, this RPG series is very popular, and this version is a good game in
itself. Digimon are diverse and plentiful, and the dual process of developing them is interesting. The combat system is fun, and easy to find and understand stats and other information. However, there is way too much dialogue, especially at the beginning, and not enough diversity. Quest
that would tie in a big story, and more things would have been fun to do like a farm or fish. - GameZone article preview notes and references ^ Digimon from dusk to dawn. IGN.com was retrieved on 2007-05-16. ^ Bandai Teleconference Report. The world of Patmon. Retrieved 2007-05-16.
^ Lets you get an angelomon more quickly. ^ Lets you get grolmann more quickly. ^ Lets you get AirDraman more quickly. ^ Lets you get ripmon more quickly. ^ Lets you get Clausmon more quickly. ^ Lets you get scalpgramon more quickly. ^ Lets you get more curicemons ^ Lets you get
Pandamon more quickly. External link the official English site is available under the official Japanese site community content CC-by-SA unless otherwise noted. More Digimonwiki This page is a list of characters from the Digimon video game Digimon World DS, Digimon World Dawn and
Sham, and Digimon Story: Lost Evolution. For characters in The Digimon Story: Super Xros Wars Red and Blue, see the list of characters in Digimon Fusion. For characters in The Digimon Story: Cyber Sleuth, see the list of characters in Digimon Story: Cyber Sleuth. Digimon World DS
Hero Hero is a human whose name and gender can be chosen by the player. On June 15, the protagonist enters the computer room, thinking about rumors of mysterious monsters from computers that fight with humans, wanting to see them with their own eyes, and decided to watch on the
internet. The protagonist finds about digital monsters and sees an image of another world, showing an Agumon, a gaomon, and a redmon. The child then receives an e-mail asking if they want to open the door to the digital world, and accepts, being dragged to the inside of the computer.
Upon entering the digital world, they witness a ClavisAngemon giving a lecture on war and Digivolution to a group of Digimon, including performing a fight against a Mamemon. When they hear ClavisAngemon talk about humans and Tamers, the hero decides to follow him after the lecture,
taking a warp pad to Digi-Central. At Digi-Central, they talk to a terrier who informs them about tamers and asks them to go to the union office. On their way, the protagonist bumps into Kazuya, and is surprised to learn from him there are about thirty humans already there. They are also
impressed by Kazuya's digi-form, and note his Gabumon looks happy. Kazuya informs the protagonist that if they want their digi-form, they must first register as Tamer. Once in the union office meets the hero Mr. Gurre. Blackgumon Blackguman is a surly digimon that appears in the training
peak, challenging the hero. After losing, he digivols to Darkanonmon and demands another rematch but has lost again. Despite wanting to grow ever stronger, DarkTyrannomon is struck when the hero is confronted by Machinedramon in the Chrome mine. Blackguman has been reborn as
Pagumon, whose care is the discovery of the protagonist as a silver tamer. After moving closer to the protagonist, Pagumon reveals that he used to be an antalmon that was abandoned by the previous tamer against Kimmmon and reborn as a blackgumon. Through their shared journey, he
ultimately decides to believe in the protagonist, and when the protagonist finds a core piece, he's able to assume his Antylamon form once again. Antalmon aids the hero in defeating Kimeramon once and for all, and he is then represented as the hero who permanently joins Scan the
Antlaman data. The hero's success in boosting The Antilumon delights Baihuman, which allows the protagonist to move on to the Gold Tamer rank. In The Digimon Story: Super Xros Wars Red and Blue, Antalam Cronon is part of Koguire's team Chrono (クロノ, Kurono?) in the bronze
tamer match with Holly Mode and Ebonwoman. Haruhiko Koguere Haruhiko Koguere (コグハヒコ, Koguere Haruhiko?), known only as Mr. Gure (グさ, Gure-San?), is a researcher in the digital world. He collects the hero's bio-energy data after they touch the computer monitor, and finds the
ability to be a Tamer in them. Mr Gurre believes that Digimon and man can happily exist in this world, but he needs the hero's help and, after receiving the agreement, introduced the player to the leader of the Tamer Union, Clavisanjemon. He then leaves as the protagonist gets registered
an official Tamer. Digimon World Dawn and in the evening, a shortened version of Koguire is contested as the final match of legend Tamer Quest. His digimon chronomon is holy mode. In Digimon Story: Super Xros Wars Red and Blue, Kogure bronze is fought in tamer match and leads
Team Chrono (クロノ, Kurono?). His digimon chronomons are Holly Mode, Ebonwoman and Antilamon. Kazuya Kazuya (カズ, Kazuya?) is the first tamer to meet on the way to the Hero Tamer Sangh. He tells the protagonist about the digi-farm system and shows his own, which has a
tsonomon, gabumon and goburiman. Their preference is animal dijimon. Partners Tsonomon: A Digimon Kazuya lives in his digi-form. Gabumon: A Digimon Kazuya remains in his digi-form. It's heartening when the protagonist sees it. Goburimon: A Digimon Kazuya remains in his digi-form.
Phil Phil is a Digimon researcher who was kidnapped by a machined dromon who wanted to develop further. Phil Research is on ways to develop Digimon without the assistance of a human partner. He is the inventor of the return chip that inspires collapse. He uses the machinedraman trick
and return chip on Digimon to degeneral him into Skullgreymon, who is able to defeat the hero (DS) so easily and defend Phil. Phil has a younger sister named Ellie, who has partnered with a Biyomon. Unknown-D unknown-d (デジモノウ,d(デジモ),An'noun-Dejimon?, unknown digimon) is
a digimon that seeks to revive the legendary super ultimate digimon to prove that human tars weaken the digimon. He is eventually revealed to be aphmon. Finally ClavisAngemon helps him stop Chronoman DM, but both fail. Clavisanjemon Clavisanjemon is the leader of the Tamer Union,
and follows platinum tamers. When the protagonist arrives in the digital world, ClavisAngemon is giving a fight performance together to a group of Digimon with a Mamemon, and then gives them a lecture about Digivolution levels, humans, and Tamers. After finishing, she and Digimon
diggy-central go back. He tries to help Alphamon stop chronomon but fails. Kain bt boss (bt (バテマズ) ボ, Bado Teimab Bosu?, Bad Tamers boss) is Kain in disguise. He helps you fight with your supervisors by infecting digimon with viruses. He also leads the bad tamers. Chronomon
chronoman is ultra digimon which is the ultimate goal of unknown-D. Clueless-D has the desire to use his power to remove all humans from the digital world by manipulating Tamer Kain. As an egg in the core field, he is protected by a healing plant equipped with four seminal pods. By the
time the hero takes down the healing plant, it's too late—because chronomon was awakened by the dark heart of Kaine, he becomes the evil Chronomon DM with the intention of destroying the world. The hero refused to give up and subdued Chronoman, turning him into his hally mode by
showing him a pure heart. For this victory, the hero is appointed tamer king. The hero can come back and face Chronomon once again in his holy mode, winning his partnership upon defeating him, which is represented as 100% scanned data for chronomon holy mode. In Digimon World
Dawn and dusk, Chronomon Holly Mode is the partner for a shorter version of The Coguire and is contested as the ultimate match of legend Tamer Quest. Additionally, when Chronocore loses, it laments that Chronomon is not there. In The Digimon Story: Super Exros Wars Red &amp;
Blue, Chronomon Holly Mode is a member of Koguire's team Chrono (クロノ, Kurono?) in the bronze tamer match with Ebonwoman and Antalmon. Crossover Digimon Data Squad Main Article: Masaru Daemon, Touma H. Norstein, and Yoshino Fujida Digimon World Dawn and Evening
Light Feng the Light Feng (ラトファグ, Raiko Fengu?) is a Tamer organization located in Sunshine City; They accept quests from holy, dragon, akwan and bird digimon. Koh and Partners main article: Koh and Koh/Partners chief dazzles chief Dazzle (グs.M., ょ, Gurria-Taichou?) is the
leader of Light Feng, and is partnered with Oppenimon. At dawn, he begins acting strangely after a certain point, and is encountered in The Reach Glacier during a quest. In the evening, he gets under the control of Chronocore. In Digimon Story: Lost Evolution, chief glitzy legend Tamer is
fought in battle. Their digimon are a Gallantmon Crimson mode, Oppeniman and Shinegram burst mode. Winning against him offers 105000 EXP and 45000 bits. Ofanimon ofanimon is a mega-level partner of Ophan Digimon and Chief Dazzle. One of the few dijimon is not distorted by
mystic energy, he helps manage the main glitzy light Fang outfit. At dawn, he is fought in the reach glacier as a makeshift puppet of Grimmon; In the evening, he is instead found merging with Chronocore as Ophanimon C during the intrusion of Sunshine City. It is revealed in an alternative
That she was once a member of Gaia Origins. Oppenmon Digimon is a member of Koh's Team Sunburst in The Story: Super Xros Wars Red and Blue, and is fought in the first round. Liton Lytton is a Gold Tamer who takes over for the main glare after he goes missing. He's partnered with
an Anubismon. It implied that he has a crush on the glare, as when Koh says he can't take in Sayo, dazzles reveal that he lives at his home, and Liton gets angry. Gideon Gideon is a silver tamer. Gaoh Goh is a bronze tamer. Lyla Lyla is a Bronze Tamer. Pulsa Pulsa is a normal tamer. In
the evening, he partnered with Tapiron, Digitamon and Kartsukukunemon. Komachi Komachi is a normal tamer. Kempa Kempa is a normal tamer. In the evening, she partners with Silfimon. Tonpei Tonpei is a general tamer partnered with a monodromon (which diivolovs for megadromones
in the evening). Cheetah cheetah is a normal tamer. As the evening is over, he partners with Jumboman. Night Claw Night Claw (トクロウ, Naito Kurou?), mistrans mistaken in the English version as night crow in the morning/night crow. They accept the quest from darkness, animal,
machine, and insect/plant digimon. Syo and Partners main article: Sayo and Syo/Partners Chief Julia (ジリsincesょ, Juria-Taichou?) is the leader of the Knight Paw, and is partnered with Caissgalantone. In the evening, he starts acting strangely after a certain point, and is encountered in
the reach glacier during a quest. At dawn, he's under the control of Chronocore. His Navdijimon is an imporm. In Digimon Story: Lost Evolution, Chief Julia Legend Tamer is fought in battle . Her dijimon are casigalantmon, miragogmon burst mode and a cloaked daemon. Winning against
him offers 96000 EXP and 40000 bits. ChaosGallantmon ChaosGallantmon is a mega-level dark warrior partner of Digimon and Chief Julia. One of the few dijimon is not distorted by mystic energy, he helps to manage the main Julia's night paw outfit. In the evening, he is fought in the Reach
Glacier as a makeshift puppet of Grimmon; In Dawn, he is instead found merging with Chronocore as ChaosGallantmon C during the intrusion of the city of Darkmoon. Upon defeat, ChaosGallantmon regains his will and returns to its original form. It was revealed in an alternative finding that
he was once a member of Gaia's original. Raigo Raigo is a gold tamer that partners with a zambamon. He takes over the command of the night paw, in short, after Chief Julia goes missing. Later [please confirm], she gets enthsalated when chief Julia Koh offers to stay with her. Spike Spike
is a silver tamer. Sukicio Sukicio is a bronze tamer. Kakumi Kakumi is a bronze tamer. Newton Newton is a normal Tamer and has partnered for a Kokuwamon. He's in the same team as Sayo and Dorothy. Dorothy Dorothy is a normal tamer. He's in the same team as Sayo and Newton.
barvan Tamer. At dawn, he's partnered with a Volcamon. Ponch Ponch is a normal tamer. At dawn, he has partnered with Gabumon (who later diiveolovs for MetalGarurumon) and MameTyramon. Gutts gutts are a normal tamer. At Dawn, he's partnered with a Golemon, Volcamon and a
mushroom (which later digivovalvas for charitable). Grimmon Main Article: Grimmon (Don/Sham) Kowloon Co. Kowloon Company (クロS.E商., Kúron-shökai?, Cool Wrong A.) is a group of mercenaries who are working for money; They are digimons that work in the underworld and will do
anything for a certain price. They were originally hired by Grimmon to put together parts of the virus that are invading the city, and whenever the hero encounters them, they attack. Once defeated, they usually leave a piece of the virus, which can be analyzed to restore parts of the city. Their
leader, GranDracmon, lives on Proxy Island, and the main character is eventually sent there to buy her help in restoring the Union Bridge, while putting a lock program on it to prevent the other Tamer team from attacking, while the main character crosses and the fight ends. Grandraman,
known as merchant of death, is its leader and Gaomon is its second-in-command. Other members are Varusedron and Spinoman, which only appear in dawn, and scalp baluccimon and mercuriman, which only appear in the evening. Heroes receive merchant missions of death during the
unique Kowloon Blade instead of asking for the Hero Tamer team to pay the cover charge of the bill foot. If the hero can't pay for the sword, Grandraman will force them to defeat them in battle. In The Digimon Story: Super Exros Wars Red &amp; Blue, Gaomon, Grandramon, and
Warusedramon Serve Under Sio in Team Moonlight during the Gold Tamer match. Gaia's original Gaia original (リジ, Gaia Origin?) is a group of powerful, mega-level digimons that look at the digital world. They existed the way they existed before the Union was founded. At Susanoomon's
request, it remains out of the Chrono event, and after following the hero's skills during it, they challenge Syo or Koh for a duel to the right to be recognized by their organization. This challenge constitutes the Gaia Origin Challenge Quest. In Dawn, Gallentmon's Crimson mode extracts some
of his data to give to the protagonist, effectively joining him, and Beelzemon's blast mode does the same in the evening. The organization is currently made up of a Duftmon, Slepmon, Apocalymon, Susanomon, ZeedMillenniummon, Alphamon, Omnimon, Beelzeman Blast mode, and
Gallantmon Crimson mode, all of which are Lv.90 when fought. [Citation needed] ChaosGallantmon and Ophanimon were once members as well. Also, Gaia comes back home after defeating the original, a watch which claims to look at the digital world. Crossover Digimon Next Men Tsurugi
Tatsuno, U Inui, and Sho Kahra Main Articles: Geogromon (Next), Gagmon (Next), and Pexson (Next) Digimon Data Squad Digimon World DS Main Article: Haruhiko Koguire and Cronomon (DS) Digimon Story: Lost Development Main Charactersshu and Kizuna Shu (キズウ, Shuu?) and
Kizuna (キズ, Kizuna?), age 11, are the main characters; Shu is male and Kijuna is female. Their participation is from Agmon. Shuu is a young boy with lightly tanned skin, brown eyes, and spiky blue dark hair. He wears yellow glasses on his head, a black shirt with yellow style cue in the
chest, and an orange jacket with a yellow border in the collar he also wears yellow gloves, blue and white jeans shorts, yellow socks, and light blue, red, black and white shoes. He usually carries a wine-colored bag with a metal buckle in the strap. Kizuna is a young girl with fair skin, red
eyes, waist length dark pink hair, and a developed bust. She wears pink eye pieces on the head, a pink closed-necked sleeve with three yellow in the dark pink top collarbone, a dark blue style D in the chest, yellow gloves, a short denim skirt, a purple belt, pink and purple striped leggings,
yellow socks, and pink and purple shoes with dark blue soles. She also carries a dark green bag with a metal circular buckle. Etymologies Shuu (ウ) the default name of the male protagonist. Going: Shu (ウ, Shu?). A Japanese male name. Possibly Shuri (修理, Shuri? Repairs), as a hero,
the degivolation trees of Digimon have to be repaired. Kizuna (キズ) the default name of the female protagonist. JA: Kizuna (キズ,Kizuna?). The name of a Japanese woman. Possibly Kizuna (絆, Kizuna? After the link), the hero has to repair the division trees that connect one digimon to
another. If Shuu is selected as the player's character, Kijuna will take on the final match of the World Championship. He has Digimon Verodumon, The Antiquities, The Divinemon and Rosemon Burst Mode. Agmon is the first companion of the Agmon Shu or Kijuna. Attack on Petit Flame:
Kills the opponent. Gabumon is Gabumon Shu or Kijuna's second partner. Shuyu/Kijuna and Agmon meet weeping in the Gabumon Heritage Cape. Petit cutter attack: uses a bite attack. After ToyAgumon, Kudamon, Palmon, Dorumon, and Falcone chooses Shuu/Kizuna their first farm
island, they'll receive three Digimon, one of which depends on the type of farm island chosen — ToyAgumon if they choose a Vulcan farm, Kudamon if they choose desert form, and Palmon if they choose a tropical form. Regardless of choice, they also get Dorumon and Falconon.
ToyAgumon is a mythical animal digimon. Kudamon is an animal digimon. Paman is a plant digimon that refers to itself as hatashi (し, hatashi?), a pronoun that is considered feminine when used in casual contexts. Dorumon is a Animal Digimon who refers to himself as Boku (ぼ, Boku?),
considered the masculine pronoun. Dormon can use petit cutters, which is a biting attack. Falcomon is a bird digimon that refers to itself as atashi (a),atashi?), which is considered a feminine pronoun. After Digimon introduces himself to Shuu/Kizuna, they will wait in Farm Island. Hiroyuki
Asuka Yue Takuto Main article: Takuto (Lost Development) Digibase associate Terrimon Terrimon is a member of Digibase. Lopmon is a member of lopmon digibase. Patmon Patetax is a member of the Digibase. Renson Renson is a member of digibase. Reneon gives Shuu/Kijuna its first
farm island. Gatoman is a member of The Gatomon Digibase. Calluman is a member of Callumon Digibase, who is in charge of Digi-Lab. Selector Kernel Main Article: Giri (Lost Development) Bandits Main Article: Bandits, UNO, DOS, and Trace other characters Pico Pico (ピコ, Piko?) is a
DemimonDevi. Team Numemon Team Numemon (ヌメモ,Chı Numumumon?) There are a trio of Numemon who can fuse in a KyodaiNumemon. KyodaiNumemon Unchi strikes as heaven (ウパラダ,unchi heaven?lit.poop heaven): Showers of all areas in poop, reduce attack. Hyper Giga
odor: Reduces defense, emits an extremely bad smell in three areas. Nume squib: Rain down on three areas, speed low. Digimon Story: Super Xros Wars Red and Blue Main Article: Digimon Fusion Digimon Story List of Characters: Cyber Investigative Dog Main Article: List of Characters
in Digimon Story: Cyber Slan Digimon Story: Cyber Sleath- Hacker's Memory Main Article: Digimon Story List of Characters: Cyber Slith Notes and Reference References
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